NETMON and Access 2 Networks (A2N) sign new distribution
Agreement
NETMON and A2N sign new distribution Agreement Partnership increases reach to Netmon Network
Monitoring for Ontario MSP and enterprise IT clients.
WINDSOR, Canada – Nov 8, 2016 —  Netmon Inc., the provider of powerful and complete network monitoring
solutions today announces a new distributor partnership with Access 2 Networks (A2N), a leading provider of
Information Security Solutions in Canada.

Netmon combines the best in Network Monitoring tools with its proprietary Network Traffic Analysis engine in a highly
intuitive administrative interface to provide a “2nd-to-none” complete monitoring and troubleshooting solution for
System Administrators and IT Professionals.
Darin Barton CISSP CISA, Senior Account Executive at A2N stated, “As soon as we saw this monitoring solution we
knew it was a winner. We’re extremely pleased with the solution, the partnership and the positive energy the Netmon
team brings to the table.
“We are excited about Access 2 Networks’ (A2N) experience and their relationships with their clients, providing
unparalleled levels of service and support to the professional IT marketplace. We believe our combined partnership
will help us reach wider audiences across Canada and are confident that Access 2 Networks (A2N) is the right
exclusive distributor for Netmon in this expanding IT industry in Canada.” Eric Lamoureux - President and CEO of
Netmon Inc.

ABOUT ACCESS 2 NETWORKS, INC. (A2N)
A2N, the leading provider of cyber security solutions in Toronto, Ontario, Canada since 1997, has built a reputation
for expert consulting, strong partnerships and customer-centric services. A2N offers end-to-end solutions that
combine technology, services, support, and training; this unified approach enables organizations to enhance their IT
security posture and remediate with confidence.
ABOUT NETMON INC.
Netmon Inc. was founded in Windsor, Ontario in 2002, specializing in the development and deployment of network
monitoring and environmental monitoring solutions. Netmon gives IT administrators complete network visibility in an
affordable, appliance-based networking monitoring software solution that is trusted globally by large and small
organizations from an array of industries including: military, financial, insurance and information technology firms.

Learn more today at http://www.netmon.com/.
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